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1 Choking on our own rules has allowed Trump to
illegitimately remain in the WH for 2.5 years. He should
have been ejected the day he had Russians in the Oval
Office. Unfortunately the constitution wasn’t set up for this.
Justice is colliding w/ politics, obstruction & propaganda

2 What’s not choking & is steadily accelerating, is Trump’s cratering health. Wearing

a suit & holding a title doesn’t slow or mask the decay of his dementia ravaged brain.

We are in new territory now. The loss of control in this video will get more severe 
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Dementia Alert. Note how Trump loses body control as he slurs- 
Left shoulder involuntarily dips, the hands splay, the torso jerks 
back & his head sharply tilts to his right to compensate/regain 
setting. He needs an immediate neurological exam. It's not 
normal, he's deteriorating

Aaron Rupar @atrupar
Replying to @atrupar
Trump has some trouble with the word "trailblazers"

1,851 6:42 PM - May 30, 2019

1,178 people are talking about this

3 Trump looks wrecked bc it reflects what's happening inside him. He once was

fastidious a/b his look & clothing down to the tic tacs & combing his eyebrows

upward. Now his appearance is increasingly disheveled. Poorly tailored suits or an

overcoat cover a loss of body control

4 The toxic exterior appearance will worsen bc he’s at the point where grooming &

hygiene problems occur. We will hear stories. This week alone we’ve seen his skin

color go from an orange to pinkish hue & a section of his hair fly out like a hair

extension 
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1 THREAD- Donald Trump’s Frontotemporal Dementia. Trump 
has a physical on 2/8. In a panicked move, he named Dr Ronny 
Jackson as his Medical Advisor 6 days beforehand. Ronny gave 
him the fantasy physical last yr & is under investigation. This 
feels very much like Trump is cornered

2,601 11:24 PM - Feb 3, 2019

1,549 people are talking about this

5 Trump is right on schedule for his dementia driven nosedive. He’s now having

trouble covering his involuntary movements w/ a turn or motion to make it appear

more natural. He’s less aware of the involuntary movements his body is doing, and

can’t compensate, even if he was aware

6 Trump's won't be the GOP 2020 candidate. His balance is worsening. Zig Zags on

the Paris red carpet. Slipping on stage in FL. Rocking while answering Iran questions.

It will get much worse. I've said b4, if Mueller doesn’t take Trump down, dementia

will 
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Replying to @matthewamiller

There is no Trump in 2020. Dementia will take him down if 
Mueller doesn't

25 11:54 PM - Oct 22, 2018
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